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Pouch Laminating Film
Finishing:

Glossy & Matte

Thickness:

from 36micron to 250micron

Sheet Size:

from 54*86mm to A2 (426*600mm)

Min. Order Q'ty:

100 boxes

Supply Ability:

25,000boxes per week

Delivery Lead:

20 days a 20 feet container

Port:

Xiamen, Shanghai

Product Information
Country: China

Brand: AFP

Transparency: Transparent

Type: Hardness: Soft

Usage: Laminating / Protective Film

Processing Type: Multi extrusion

Feature: Moisture proof

Material: PET + EVA

Laminating Machine: Heat Pouch Laminator

Application: ID card, license, luggage...

Product Introduction
PET Polyester Pouch Lamination Film is common lamination process to make simple and
smaller laminates. We use to laminate id cards, tags and small paper materials. Lamination
width is limited in pouch laminators. This is useful in offices and home.
Laminating equipment for laminating pouches is handy and need no training to operate.
We use heat sensitive laminating film for pouch lamination.
Sheet with lamination films passed through heated rollers and due to the effect of heat it sticks
together. Heated rollers moves with reasonable speeds applying some pressure on the laminate.
Both pressure and temperature contribute for bonding strength of the laminating pouch.
ID cards are made by this process very easily.

Product Specif ication

We also produce three layers pouch laminating film, as well as holographic type.

Applications
PET Pouch Lamination Film is widely used as protective layer on ID card, cultural and historical
document, photo, credit card ,license, as well as representative card etc.
The laminated work possess fine properties of waterproof ,anti-altering, moisture proof.
Also it will be well reserved against worm, corrosion with high transparence.

Packaging & Shipping
50pcs or 100pcs in one polybag that are packed into a plain white or brand colorful box.
Boxes in cartons that are packed onto pallet.
Approximatley, 1,200cartons fixed into a 20feet container.
Outer Package:
--plain white box, or brand colorful box
--customized colorful paperbag
--customized colorful OPP bag
Mainly depends upon customized requirement

FAQ
About Samples

*Samples for testing are available and free
*Usually 10 pcs of each thickness and size
*For favorite measures, please fell free to advise
*The freight for sample delivery is at receivers's side
*But to be refunded by deducting from the right coming order automatically
*For saving the cost, we recommend the way of prepaid instead of collect
About Responsibility and After-sale Service
*12 months warranty
*In case of any quality problem happens, you must be equivalently compensated
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